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Abstract.
Adjoint linear transformations between Hubert spaces or, more generally, between dual systems of topological vector spaces induce contravariant functors which are adjoint on the right-essentially a Galois connection between the posets of subsets (or subspaces) of the spaces. Modulo scalars the passage from linear maps to functors is one-to-one; indeed, modulo scalars, two linear transformations are adjoint (hence both are weak continuous) if and only if the induced functors are adjoint. All statements and proofs in this note hold if the categories #,• are replaced by their full subcategories whose objects are closed subspaces and if the singleton subset {x} is replaced by its span {Xx\X 6 K}.
For the linear transformation F0:F0->F\, existence of an adjoint is equivalent to weak continuity [5, p. 128] .
Finally, everything in Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 2. So it only remains to prove the latter. xf + V=g' + g = g" = rf = xf + rf
Hence we have A'=A"=A, thus the adjointness equation holds for all a e F0. Note. We have freely used the bilinearity of the bilinear forms and the linearity of the maps, but no continuity or prior existence of adjoints was assumed.
(iv) If the two maps F0 and T'0 induce the same functor D0, we will show T'0 = XT0 for some scalar. We may assume T'0 has an adjoint Tx by enlarging F0 and Fx if necessary [5, p. 128] . Then by (iii), there is X e K such that AF0 is adjoint to T1. Hence To equals ?.T0.
